BE SURE IN YOUR NEXT SHOT
Complete gun care range
WELCOME TO RECOIL WORLD

BEST FOR ALL TYPES OF GUNS

Trouble-free in heat and cold, rain and snow, thunderstorm and hurricane – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Cares, cleans and masks.
Desert, tropics, forest, swamp, mountains, oceans, seas, rivers, cities, North and South Poles.

WE LOVE YOUR GUN
the catalog

download
COMPLETE GUN CARE & MAINTENANCE RANGE

BE SURE IN YOUR NEXT SHOT

For many weapon owners the toughest thing is a long, but needed process of cleaning after shooting, which everyone usually feels like postponing. Weapon care is important, but not always difficult task, which shouldn’t take a lot of time and must have good result. The trademark Recoil offers a complete range for weapons of any system and intended use, ensuring fast cleaning, protection and maintenance in just 10-15 minutes of your time.

WE LOVE YOUR GUN
CLEANING YOUR WEAPON

1 Cleans inner and external weapon elements and mechanisms off fouling residues and various contaminants.

2 Chemically and physically removes hard deposits inside a barrel: fouling, copper, lead, tombac, plastics, etc.

3 Neutralizes aggressive resedus on all elements of weapon.

4 Treats clean surfaces by neutral solutions for trouble-free and efficient operation and corrosion prevention.

BE SURE IN YOUR NEXT SHOT
CARBON REMOVER

CLEANING PRODUCT IN ANY CASE
FOULING AND CARBON DEPOSIT CLEANER

- Thanks to its chemical properties, promptly and without undue effort enables to remove even the most persistent fouling residues and not only from inner surface of barrel.
- Enables to remove old preservation grease.
- Has high pressure ensuring penetration into hard-to-reach places.

400 ml
HAM002
COPPER REMOVER

- Free of ammonia.
- No terrible smell.
- User friendly package.
- Affordable price.

400 ml
HAM009
Bore Cleaning Foam

Minimum Efforts for Maximum Results
BORE CLEANING FOAM

- High density of foam allows it to stay on surface longer.
- Does not leave dense tarry residue after settlement.
- Free of ammonia.
- High pressure ensures filling of any bore diameter.

200 ml | 500 ml
HAM007 | HAM008
CLEANER & DEGREASER

EASY FAST EFFECTIVE
DEGREASER CLEANER

- Within seconds enables you to remove dirt from weapon mechanisms and joints just under field conditions without full dismantling.
- Can be used as degreaser before paint application.
- Does not cause damage to plastic and painted surfaces.
- Instantly removes moisture from any hard-to-reach places.
- Enables to remove old preservation grease.
- Has high pressure ensuring penetration into hard-to-reach places.

500 ml
HAM001
DRY PTFE-BASED LUBRICANT

- Safely coats joints and mechanisms with invisible thin PTFE coating.
- Ensures maximum easy operation of joints and protection.
- Leaves surface absolutely dry.
- Prevents from sticking of various contaminants.
SYNTHETIC GUN OIL

BE SURE IN YOUR NEXT SHOT
SYNTHETIC WEAPON LUBRICANT

- 100% synthetic.
- Non-combustible – without blanketing smoke during the first shot.
- Non-freezable – does not thicken at temperature drop.
- Has high penetrating properties.
- Has neutral alkaline and acid PH environment.
- Can be used as preservation product, prevents and protects from corrosion.
- Has good smell.

200 ml  HAM004

400 ml  HAM005
PATCHES

High quality

- Special material facilitates penetration of greasing and cleaning agents.
- Carefully and efficiently removes residue contamination.
- High quality.
- Produced and packed in Ukraine.
- Affordable price.
"BORE CLEANING PATCHES"
100% cotton
22 Caliber
(223; 222; 22LR) - 243

www.recoilproducts.com

"BORE CLEANING PATCHES"
100% cotton
30 Caliber
(308, 30-06, 300) - 338.

www.recoilproducts.com

"BORE CLEANING PATCHES"
100% cotton
6x57 Mauser, 7.5 mm (.308 - 30)
9 mm 9x18; 9x19, 9x21, 9x30; (360 - 30)

www.recoilproducts.com

"BORE CLEANING PATCHES"
100% cotton
6PPS, .264; centerfire, 6.5 mm
243; .270w, .260, .30-06, .308 (.270 - 270), .7mm (.284)

www.recoilproducts.com

BE SURE IN
YOUR NEXT SHOT
We love Recoil Paints

Aerosol acrylic-based paint is intended to create masking effect with anti-reflection properties ensuring effect of painted subject and surface contour concealment. For painting of hunting, fishing and military equipment, boats, transport, equipment for expeditions. Optimum set of 9 colours for various kinds of camouflage and creating masking effect for all seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter). Resistant to discolourment and atmospheric effects. Can be applied on metal, wood, glass, aluminium, stone and various plastics. Temperature resistance up to 110 °. If necessary, applied paint can be washed off with special remover Recoil.
CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

BLACK
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

400 ml
HAM109
CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

WHITE
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

400 ml
HAM101
Camo camouflage paint

Coyote Brown
WE LOVE YOUR GUN
HAM106

400 ml

WE LOVE YOUR GUN

CAMOUFLAGE
PAINT

RECOIL

SAND
CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

GREY
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

CAMOUFLAGE PAINT
GREY

400 ml
HAM107
CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

OLIVE GREEN
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

OLIVE GREEN

400 ml
HAM102
CAMOUFLAGE
PAINT
OLIVE
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

OLIVE

400 ml
HAM105
CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

FOREST GREEN
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

CAMOUFLAGE PAINT

FOREST GREEN

400 ml
HAM103
REMOV</br>FOR PAINT
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

REMOVER FOR PAINT

400 ml
HAM110
WE LOVE YOUR GUN

[Imagens de recipientes de produtos para armas]
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